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Ikora destiny 2

From Destiny 2 Wiki Ikora Rey is an NPC and provider in Destiny 2, which usually deals with Vanguard Research reputation within the game. It can be found within two separate social locations within the game, but can only be discovered in its second place after the game is complete for the first time with this character. When she talks to Ikora Rey, she will
also inform the player that they can actually replay old story missions and can purchase Vanguard research tokens after completing these missions to be exchanged for your reputation. Location Ikora Rey isn't actually available from the offset, but once you unlock it from the main story, you can see it at any time in the first place: The Farm – Before she
finishes the main story, it will be around the farm that players can interact with after Fury's completion. When she talks to her for the first time, challenges are unlocked in most activities. The Tower – After completing the game for the first time, you can find her in the Tower Bazaar if you want to talk to her. Meditations can only be done from this place.
Rewards As a seller, Ikora Rey has a reputation level that can be improved by giving her certain items that she will accept to give them a small part of the call. It accepts only one item and one item throughout the game to boost its reputation, and it is called a Vanguard Research Token. Hand in at least 7 of these and their reputation level will increase by one
and you can then exchange it for a faction reward, a Vanguard Research Engram that looks like a legendary engram and primarily grants parts of the armor originally worn by the current character at the beginning of the game. Vendor Goods Available for Purchase from Ikora Rey all fall under one category: Faction Rewards. Faction Rewards This section
contains armor and weapons normally obtained from Vanguard Research Engrams. The following can be purchased if the corresponding number of Vanguard Research Engrams is claimed on the current character: Titan only: Hunter Only: Warlock: Meditation Every week, Ikora Rey allows each character to complete two predetermined Missions of the Red
War (and to visit a mission in the Curse of Osiris when Curse of Osiris is in possession and the current character has completed all his missions) - the act of repetition of a mission is called meditation. Meditations have a recommended power level of 220 and award 3 Vanguard research tokens upon completion. Challenges are deactivated during meditations,
so that Character can only earn a maximum of 6 tokens per week (9 tokens for curse of the Osiris owner). To start a meditation, go to Ikora Rey and request a meditation from her, then interact with the instrument on the right as soon as you are ready to begin the mission. When you complete a meditation, automatically return Zone of the tower, so that both
meditations can be performed from back to back with small downtime in between. in: Artikeltubs, Vendors, Vanguard, Characters Edit Share Respected among all others, Ikora Rey tutors new Warlocks with a lifetime of hard-earned knowledge. Josh Rey is the Hunter Vanguard in the rig. [2] Rey sells a variety of Hunter armor (including Stasis armor) and
emblems. All Guardians can buy and own these items regardless of their class, but only Exo Hunters can equip the armor. [2] [3] Hunter Vanguard[edit | edit source] Josh was present at the beginning of The Taken King, Oryx's, Arrival in the Solar System. Josh was also present at Cayde-6's funeral. Personality[edit | edit source] josh is tough but caring and
was very upset when Cayde-6 was killed. Dialogue[edit | edit source] Main article: Josh Rey/Dialogue Quotes[edit | edit source] Let me tell you what I wish someone would have told me in my early years: embrace the silence. [4] Where one person sees a god, another sees only a shadow on the moon. [5] I made an unnamed call in the Crucible. Spent some
time overrunning it. [6] Gallery[edit | edit source] References[edit | edit source] Article tubs Vendors Vanguard Characters Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The Grind for Better Gear never stops in Destiny 2, and Bungie now offers players a new way to revisit previously completed story missions to get powerful, Level
20 loot with meditations. Ikora Rey, the Warlock Vanguard, offers a series of story missions that Guardians can play in exchange for Vanguard Research tokens. These tokens can be rotated for Vanguard Research Reputation and legendary engrams. They can't be spent anywhere else. After reaching level 20 and completing the main story of Destiny 2,
Ikora Rey will move to the Tower. You'll need to visit them to unlock meditations and return to completed story missions. To find Ikora in the tower, look right at the yard after spawning. There you can see a hallway between the Gunsmith and the cryptarch. Walk down this corridor towards the bazaar. Once you get to the bazaar, turn left to see a round
platform where you'll find the Warlock Vanguard. From there, you can accept new meditations and turn on all the Vanguard Research tokens you earn. For more information about Destiny 2, including instructions, tips, and tricks, visit our extensive wiki page. Destiny, Find, Guides, How to, Ikora, Place Where Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews Article
Discussion Edit From Destinypedia, the Destiny wiki This article is a stub. You can help Destinypedia by stretching it. The Light is your greatest weapon, Guardians. — Ikora Rey Ikora Rey is a man and the vanguard for the Warlock Class. Rey's extensive knowledge of her field has earned her respect among all the orders. Ikora Rey sold Armor and
emblems, but sometimes also help with some exotic weapon bounties like A Dubious Task. [1] After the Red War, Ikora allowed guards to use their meditation device to experience past missions. Biography[edit] Time in the Wild[edit] She began her career as an iconoclastic guardian, with a reputation for being open and impatient with the dogma of her
peers. She had a very colorful life on the battlefield, whether she fought in the Crucible or went through solo missions and was shot down again and again, and survived against all odds. Her experience gave her a wealth of knowledge and new-found respect among her fellow contestants. [2] Nevertheless, she seems to have a reputation for being scary,
including the rumour that she can turn people into frogs. Student of Osiris[edit] Finally, Ikora became a student of the Warlock Vanguard Osiris, arguably his greatest. But after her mentor's arrogance and obsession with the Vex spiraled out of control, she was forced to secretly take on many of his duties as a vanguard. Eventually, his focus on the Vex
prompted the other leaders of the Last City to convene a meeting of consensus without Osiris being present. The spokeswoman asked Ikora to officially take on the role of Warlock Vanguard, which she accepted. The spokesman then announced that he would exile Osiris for his failure to serve the last city and set guardian life on a decent hunt for Vex
secrets. Without objection, Osiris was officially exiled and his post as Vanguard Commander was taken over by Zavala. [3] Ikora then went to confront her old mentor in the underclock of the tower and inform him of the decision of the consensus. She demanded that they talk, but Osiris didn't turn around and simply commented that he was surprised that she
came alone and asked if she had learned confidence. Annoyed by his arrogance, Ikora claimed she had it, but not him. Osiris claimed that he knew why she was there and announced that her confrontation and exile had been prophesied. Ikora noticed that he had a lot of warning at the time, which prompted Osiris' spirit Sagira to beat Ikora and announce
that she and the rest of the Last City had no chance against darkness without Osiris. He claimed that Ikora knew this was true, but would not admit it, but Ikora denied this, saying that the victory was not a victory under his terms. She then offered her former mentor Farwell and turned around,[4] but was stopped by Sagira, who demanded to know if Ikora
would really let Osiris' vanguard exile after he had done everything for her and taught her everything she knew. Ikora Angry that he had only taught her everything he knew, leading Sagira to claim that she was still wasting time in the crucible with Shaxx without Osiris. Ikora warned her not to insult the Crucible, as it had once been her home in the Last City.
Sagira claimed that Ikora had there and that she owed Osiri's loyalty in his quest against the Vex, that she was more than a champion, which led Ikora to end the conversation and leave. [5] As Osiris prepared to leave the last city for Mercury, Ikora met her former mentor one last time in the tower's hanger as he prepared the sails of Osiris for takeoff. She
suggested that he allow Shipmaster Cesar Hiponia to inspect the ship before Osiris left, which made the older warlock smile and indicate that she always thinks ahead of what made her a fine leader. Ikora told him that this was the reason why she had to stay and lead as he once did, but he argued that the Infinite Forest on Mercury could be the key to
simulating a path to her victory and understanding the darkness. Ikora interrupted him and noticed that while she wished him well in his quest, she feared that his obsession would be his downfall, and that she was in favour of staying and fighting for the real. [6] The Rising Darkness[edit] Contact With Rasputin[edit] Ikora carrying out Vanguard duties Ikora
welcomed a newly risen Guardian from the Cosmodrome in Old Russia to the Tower and provided them with basic supplies and glimmers. She also instructed her to speak to Banshee-44 to get an upgrade for her weapon. [7] This new warlock eventually discovered evidence in the cosmodrome that the Warmind Rasputin was still living and active in ancient
Russia. Ikora was thrilled with the discovery, explaining that nothing in the cosmodrome was more important than the spirit of war. [8] Ikora met again with the new Guardian and asked her to examine the communication arrays of the Warmind network at the cosmodrome. She warned them that Dead Orbit had sent scouts there to investigate, but that they
had never returned, and she wanted to know their fate and what Rasputin might be planning. The Guardian managed to reactivate the arrays, but the three Dead Orbit Guardians were found dead and Rasputin took control of the array and locked out the Vanguard. Ikora was fascinated that the Guardian had made contact with the Warmind, and instructed her
to report to Zavala, who had another mission for her. [9] Raids on the Hive[edit] After the Guardian raided the World Tomb in the Bomb Tunnels of the Flock under the Moon, Ikora was pleased to finally learn the greatest secrets and targets of the flock. She worked alongside the cryptarchy to decipher the stolen information. [10] The Guardian soon disrupted
a Hive ritual that used a fragment of the traveler to empty his light, which restored the fragment and contributed to it. restore some light into the sleeping being. Ikora was deeply interested in the implications of the ritual, noting that they seemed to confirm the theory of the controversial warlock Ulan-Tan that all light was connected, but she was also worried
that the servants of darkness might use this connection against them. [11] Ikora later felt like a Hive atrocity inside hellmouth and ordered the Guardian to bring and destroy a strike team into the Incantation Pits of Hives. The strike team succeeded in destroying the ogre Phogoth, the untamed, and while Ikora rejoiced at his end, she wondered how many more
abominations the flock created throughout the universe. [12] Ikora also met with her friend and hidden agent Eris Morn, who feared that the group's recent activities suggested that they would soon make another attempt to claim the Earth. She learned from Eris that the supreme general of the Hive god Prince Crota was present and active on earth. When
asked why the wizard was there, Ikora asked her friend to speak clearly and not in puzzles, and Eris explained that she believed she was looking for Rasputin in the ruins of the cosmodrome. Concerned, Ikora noted that while Rasputin was not yet allied with the vanguard and did not even speak to them, she believed he seemed just and on the side of
humanity. They discussed the aims of the crowd and concluded that they were not trying to destroy Rasputin, but to corrupt him and bring him to their side, which they feared would end up in the system. Ikora vowed to let the vanguard and the speaker listen despite their distrust of Eris, but the hunter believed it too late. Ikora decided that she needed help
from another guardian, and convinced a tired Eris that her own battles on the field were made with the loss of her spirit, and that she must allow another brave soul to fight the crowd in her place. She also promised Eris that she would make sure she was welcome in the tower despite the concerns of the other leaders. [13] Investigation of the Vex[edit] We
must assume that the atrocity was part of something greater. And we cannot shy away from the terrible, obvious comparison: just as the traveler works through us, this power could act through its own servants. — Ikora ordered the Guardian in her report on the Black Garden to perform another strike on Venus in the Vex tunnels under the Ishtar Academy. She
informed the team of her goal, a Vex Axis Mind, known as Sekrion, Nexus Mind, which was a world-eating machine charged with converting Venus into a Vex world. After the Nexus spirit was destroyed, Ikora noticed that this did not stop the conversion of Venus, as the Vex had other spirits around the world that the Guardians could not reach, and that they
must continue to pursue their enemy into the depths of the world. [14] The Guardian later came to Ikora to help find a way to awaken the eye of a Vex Gate Lord to gain access Black garden to preserve and destroy the darkness in its heart. She told them that her hidden agents had found a way to tune the eye to the Gate of the Black Garden by using a
VexSpire on Mars. The only thing Ikora knew was above ground in the middle of a Cabal war camp. The Guardian soon returned with the awakened eye, and Ikora congratulated her spirit on a well-done job. However, she warned the Guardian that while they could open the gate to the Black Garden, they needed to make sure their will was ready for such a
task. [15] The Will of the Guardian proved true, destroying the Black Heart in the center of the garden and bringing it back to reality on Mars. After this victory, Ikora gathered with Zavala, Cayde, and dozens of other guards in the Tower Square to hear the Speaker's speech on this great victory. [16] Despite this victory, Ikora was instructed by Zavala to
transfer the reports of the Guardian's mission to the Black Garden and to give him an assessment of possible remaining threats. Amused by her boyfriend's constant concern, Ikora has compiled her report. In it, she theorized that the Vex had discovered the Black Heart and its power, but could not understand it, and thus turned to worship to receive
empowerment. Ikora also believed that the Sol offspring was designed only to be vessels of power and will for the abomination, and that if it had remained unattended, it could have unleashed terror over the galaxy. She also noted that there was great hope in the fact that the Black Heart could only activate one of the Sol descendants at a time, and that it was
threatened by the light of a single guardian. Eventually, Ikora came to the conclusion that the Black Heart was just a piece of darkness, and that it was much traded by the Sol descendants, as the traveler did through his guards. She speculated that there might be more pieces of darkness out there that trade through similar vessels. [17] Although the Black
Garden has now been taken up for reality on Mars, Ikora feared that the Vex would try to pull it out of time. She met with Zavala and Cayde and explained that she believed The Undying Mind was trying to undo the destruction of the Black Heart. Ikora was determined that the garden could map in Reality, where the light could touch it, so that she could
continue to map her paths with the data files from the Ishtar Collective. The others agreed, and Zavala authorized a strike to eliminate the Vex spirit. [18] Ikora ordered the Guardian to lead the strike and prevent the resealing of the Black Garden. The team destroyed the Undying Mind deep in the paths of the Black Garden, and Ikora thanked them for their
continued presence in reality. However, she feared that the Vex would never make their efforts to reclaim the Black Garden and was determined to keep him in reality until the Vanguard had learned all its secrets. [19] The Taken War[edit] This section needs to be expanded. You can help Destinypedia by stretching it. The Calm Before[edit] Ikora, Zavala and
Cayde, who were planning the in-depth threat from the Oryx Ikora, planned to a group called the Shadows of Yor, who used copies of Thorn, the notorious weapon of the murderous guard Dredgen Yor. Concerned about their reckless behaviour in the Crucible following the results of a match on Blind Watch, Ikora turned to Lord Shaxx and informed him of
their concerns that the shadows might follow in Yor's footsteps too closely and that they should be observed. Shaxx agreed, but believed that Zyre Orsa, one of the leaders of the shadows, had managed to contain the darkness in which Yor had failed. Ikora believed that was a dangerous assumption and found that the presence of the thorn in the crucible
was becoming more widespread. [20] Ikora later met with Shin Malphur, the killer of Dredgen Yor, after seeing footage of the Shadows of Yor in a match at Widow's Court. He was concerned that Ikora and the Vanguard did not take the threat that the shadows represented seriously enough, and she tried to reassure him that she shared his concerns and
monitored the situation, but that, given his past with Yor and everything he had lost to the killer and his thorn, he might not be unbiased about how he viewed the actions of the shadows. Shin refuted this claim, telling Ikora that the shadows played with death. [21] During the events of The Dawning, Ikora Rey instructed the Guardians to eliminate ancient
enemies who have returned, Tanik's Perfected, Sekrion, Nexus Mind, and Omnigul. During that time, Assists of Cayde-6, although Ikora knew he only helped because he was bored and tried to get out of the coordination of a team of hunters who didn't like him. Despite this, both helped the Guardians eliminate their old enemies. The Red War[edit] Case of
the last city[edit] Ikora takes a cabal ship Red Legion, you will not take from us any more. And you will find no mercy in me! — Ikora, before destroying a Cabal-Thresher with a Nova bomb On the anniversary of the battle on six fronts, the last city and its guards were preparing to celebrate the unity of the city and the foundation of the Vanguard. [22] Instead of
preparing for the celebrations, Ikora met with Zavala and Cayde at the Hall of Guardians and told them that all Skyline Defense Systems had been sabotaged, while Cayde noted that her Komms network had been stained for several hours. As he tried to get more information from the Orbital Satellites of the Last City, Ikora realized that they were no longer
there, and Zavala ordered everyone to fight stations when Cabal warships suddenly emerged from the storm clouds around the Last City. When the tower came under heavy rocket fire, Ikora Cayde teleported to safety in Zavala's Ward of Dawn just before he was crushed by falling debris. Ikora, Zavala and Cayde survived the bombing to protect him from
attack. The young wolf soon joined the battle, and Ikora informed the The guardians faced by the Cabal were the Red Legion, which, according to its sources, had never known defeat. Zavala ordered all guards to gather in the square, but Ikora protested that the Red Legion attacked the traveler with an unknown device. The commander told her that they had
to defend the city and its people first. [23] Ikora and the others defended the place until the last evacuation shuttles pulled the civilians out of the tower, but the spokesman never arrived to be evacuated. Ikora went to his tower to find him, but discovered that the Red Legion had first come there and captured him before destroying his neighborhood. Angry,
Ikora killed several legionnaires with a Nova bomb when the young wolf came to help her. Ikora explained the situation to her fellow guard and turned to an approaching Thresher. Taking advantage of her light, Ikora jumped on the Cabal ship and crippled it with another Nova bomb, declaring that the Red Legion would no longer take it from the Last City as it
rode the failing ship down to battle below. [23] Taking advantage of her Void abilities, Ikora flashed to an interceptor and threw three Vortex shells into her vent before blinking to another harvester and firing Invective at her anti-gravity cores with her shotgun. Then she blinked to another interceptor and looked back at the traveler, who had been hiding in the
cabal cage. Annoyed by the blasphemy of the Red Legion and her attack on her friends, Ikora unleashed a Nova bomb on the ship on which she sailed. When she jumped to Blink to another cabal ship, she was separated from the Light and began to fall to the ground. As Ikora struggled to understand what had happened, she quickly emptied her clip into the
supports of a billboard under her, causing it to collapse toward a nearby roof. She bounced into the hard metal and rolled to safety on the roof, although her shoulder dislocated due to the hard landing. Despite her injuries, Ikora's anger led to getting up and chasing her next goal. [24] Search for answers[edit] This section needs to be expanded. You can help
Destinypedia by stretching it. Ikora managed to escape from the occupied Last City, but zavala did not join him in his retreat to Titan. Her first act was to send a message to all her hidden agents, instructed them to hide in their safes and wait for the Red Legion to become complacent before carrying out operations against them, as they could not afford to risk
their lives now on foolish missions without being left to themselves She added two direct messages for certain agents to her missive, with the first Chalco Yong saying she was right when the guards lost sight of them to draw attention to unknown threats and assured her that it would not happen again. Her second message was to Eris, hoping that she would
still be on her Information about the crowd and reassure your assurance that there would be a home for her to return to when she returned. She ended the message with another general command to all the secretly to wait for their word, and that they all knew what to do if it never happened. [25] Desperate for answers and trying to regain her light, Ikora
traveled to the traveller's shard shard in the European Dead Zone to regain her lost powers. In the struggle for elements of the House of Twilight, which inhabited the Black Forest, she carefully and methodically eliminated all the fallen who guarded the shard. When they were dead, Ikora approached the shard and touched it, but she remained inert and did not
reconnect with the light. Confused and angry, Ikora finally calmed down and decided to find answers elsewhere, and decided to travel to Io, a Jupiter moon and the last place the traveler had touched before the collapse. [26] When he stole a Red Legion ship, Ikora flew to Io and landed on echo mesa, near the cradle where the traveler had settled to terraform
the moon. Stepping onto the surface of Io for the first time without light felt wrong for Ikora, but her sense of discomfort turned into anger when she saw three Red Legion Harvesters flying overhead. Angry that the Red Legion did not remove any other holy place. When she took a quick inventory of her supplies, Ikora decided to avoid the Vex presence on the
moon and make her way to the Red Legion's Terrabase Charon Fortress and make her pay for her transgressions, even if it cost Ikora her last life. [27] Her campaign against the Cabal consumed her, and Ikora lost track of how long she followed and murdered her patrols. During a fight against the Red Legion, she lost the insults after emptying her last
ammunition into an interceptor and beating a psion to death with her stock. Ikora left her broken weapon through a watchtower and treated her numerous wounds and removed shrapnel she had taken in one of the battles. Shortly before her death, Ikora realized that none of her actions had stopped the Actions of the Cabal on Io, and regretted her ill-advised
attacks. As she went out, Ikora awoke to see herself staring at the cradle. When Ikora went to the cliff edge, she decided to wait for someone else before taking any further action. [28] When the Guardian arrives and Ikora learns what happened in her absence, she returns to Earth to help her firefighting team retake the city. Reclaiming the City[edit] This
section needs to be expanded. You can help Destinypedia by stretching it. Ikora fights the Cabal on her sparrow During the attack, Ikora leads a unit with sparrows to confuse troops and create an opening for the other teams to enter the city. As soon as the attack begins, she groups up with Cayde and Zavala to teleport to Dominus Ghaul's location.
Unfortunately, the vanguard was too badly wounded to go for himself, and the Guardian sent to their place. As soon as Ghaul is defeated and the traveler awakens again, Ikora returns to work, which guides the guards and watches over the recovering city. A New Golden Age[edit] Securing Io[edit] This might have been the beginning of a great war, and you
stopped it dead in its tracks. If the Taken and Vex continue to conspire together, I will be the first to know, and you two will be the next. — Ikora Although the Vanguard won against the Red Legion, threats to humanity remained throughout the system. Ikora was contacted by one of her hidden agents on Io, who claimed to have seen taken interacting with
Vex, but the agent then remained silent. She asked the young Wolf to investigate the matter because she believed she could be associated with the Ascendant Portal, which could prevent her from opening up. They discovered that the Taken conquered Vex, which made Ikora think when they tried to take them, but Asher believed that without a king this
would be impossible to lead the Taken. She rebuked the certainty of her compatriot and noticed that the impossible often happened. The young wolf continued his investigation and discovered Ir Arok, Tongue of Quria led the Taken on Io, but withdrew when she was confronted. Ikora was surprised that the knight had the intention to withdraw, and feared that
others other than Oryx might have the power to take. [29] When Ikora ir Arok followed to the ruins of the Cabal Warbase at Excavation Site II, he warned the young wolf that their hidden property had not yet penetrated the site and had to scout it out. Asher also withdrew his earlier statements about the Taken, noting that he could feel them manipulating the
Vex through his arm. Inside the base, the young Wolf reported that he had found holding cells for the Vex, and Ikora insulted Asher for his joke that the Taken had invented law and order, while she warned the young wolf to be careful and that she had only one of them. The cells turned the trapped Vex into Taken, which justified Ipraa's theory, but Asher
believed it was suicidal because the Vex infected everything they touched and could take over. Ikora believed that it was a calculated risk on the part of the Taken, and that they were trying to build an army. She instructed the young Wolf to meet with Asher and formulate a plan to stop the taken. [30] The Taken had turned their attention to the Pyramidion that
Ir Arok wanted to use to conquer the entire Vex collective. Ikora and Asher sent the young wolf to stop their plan, and she warned them that if Ir Arok succeeded, the Taken could end up. Asher pointed out that the loss of the Young Wolf would devastate the last city so soon after the Red War. The young wolf did its job and killed Ir Arok, but reported that
some Took made it into the pyramid through a warp gate. Ikora was satisfied with the result and found that she another great war with the Taken from the beginning with this victory. She vowed to monitor Taken and Vex's activities on Io to ensure that no further attempts were made to consume the Vex collective, and that she would inform the Young Wolf if
one was the case. [31] The management of the last city[edit] Ikora watches over the traveler When the Red Legion attacked, it cost us almost everything. It took a miracle to save us... the awakening of the traveller. This is our new beginning. The cards are empty. The rules are gone. All we know is that we have to become more than what we were. This little
corner of the cosmos is the only place that is forever ours. And the universe observes us with envious eyes. We have proven that we can combat threats from beyond the stars. But now there are things that are stirring under our feet... provoked by the light of the traveller. Our War... — Ikora, just before the beginning of the new Golden Age[32] When the city
began to rebuild under the awakened traveler, Ikora met with the other members of the Consensus to discuss the city's leadership. When Executor Hideo refused to be called to order without a speaker, Ikora prevented Cayde-6 from escaping the meeting and stated that they had to meet despite the information provided by the statutes. Lakshmi-2 asked if
there was a protocol for the election of a new speaker, and after Zavala revealed that there was none, Ikora advocated changing the statutes to create such a process. Zavala said that until they had a new speaker, they would all govern together and forge their own consensus without the help of a speaker. [33] At a later meeting of the Consensus, Ikora was
excited that Zavala and Hideo brought the hunter Ariadne Gris in front of him to investigate whether the dragon she had painted on her sparrow indicated that she had worshipped or came into contact with Ahamkara. When Zavala asked for her opinion on the matter, Ikora admitted that she had stopped paying attention and could not believe that the meeting
was still going on, which made Arach Jalaal laugh. Ikora concluded that Ariadne's poor win-loss record in the Sparrow Racing League was proof enough that the hunter had no contact with a wish dragon, leading to the official declaration of consensus that the dragon symbol was just cool. [34] The awakening of the travelers prompted Ikora to review all her
old research, especially her twelve-volume series On Circles. On field work, Ikora spent a long time studying in her hidden private library. One day, Chalco Yong, a member of Ikoras Hidden, sneaked into the to see what Ikora did. Without finishing her research, Ikora recognized her boyfriend and noticed that she had to completely rewrite all twelve books in
the series, as the traveler awakened and changed her understanding of physics. Chalco was sceptical that the traveler would understand Ikora, who finally looks at her and claims that above all her idea of circles has changed. [35] The curse of Osiris[edit] When rumors of strange activities on Mercury emerged from the cult of Osiris, Ikora ignored them and
dismissed them as mere conspiracy theories. However, one of her Hidden brought her Sagira, which was found badly damaged and disabled at the same time Vex activity dramatically increased. Ikora summoned the Young Wolf and asked her to investigate these developments in secret before the rest of the vanguard, as her former mentor Osiris might be
involved. When the Young Wolf traveled to Mercury, Ikora explained to them that the Vex had replaced the core of the planet with a machine known as the Infinite Forest that could calculate infinite realities. She was dissatisfied when Brother Vance contacted them and dismissed him as Osiris' biggest fan. Vance claimed that his faith in Osiris led her to him,
prompting Ikora to mock him for believing in a man who questioned everything. After the young wolf studied the Vex activity around the entrance to the Infinite Forest, Vance suggested taking Sagira to an Osiris outpost that could help her heal her. [32] With the new revelations about the nature of the Vex, Ikora began to push her research on her. She was
disappointed that the presence of the Young Wolf at the beginning of the Infinite Forest did not reveal any understanding of the Vex. When she thought about the nature of the radiolarian liquid and dismissed it as the consciousness of the Vex, Ikora wondered if she had discounted Lakshmi-2 and the Future War Cult device too quickly, as the key to
Understanding Vex might be to explore her ability to predict and simulate timelines. She turned to her spirit, Ophiuchus, and asked for her opinion, and caught her companion on guard, as they had not spoken in more than sixty-one years. Ikora noticed that they were once friends and that she was ready to hear Ophiuchus's opinion again. [36] The murder of
Cayde-6[edit] Ikora mourns the loss of Cayde Ikora would suffer a personal loss after Cayde-6, her friend and comrade, was assassinated by the formerly missing Awoken Prince, Uldren Sov and the Scorn, an army of morbid and grotesque fallen under his command and that of seven barons. Cayde and the Guardian arrived in the reef to help the awakened
to contain the chaos that had engulfed the elders' prison, but when the contempt escaped from their cells, Cayde found himself surrounded and beaten. Worse still, his mind would be destroyed and his personal weapon, the Spade Ace, of Uldren In his final moments, the Hunter Vanguard is killed by Uldren, who then sets off to spread chaos throughout the
reef. The Guardian returned Cayde's body home and the vanguard mourned his loss. Ikora was most angry that Cayde was gone and wishes Against Uldren for his crimes, Ikora suggests that the Guards take the reef by storm to kill Uldren and his minions once and for all. Zavala disagrees, however, as he also laments the loss of his friend and the longed-
for justice, the Titan Vanguard explained that the last city must remain the priority of the guards and they simply do not have the resources or time to go on a chase, not while thousands of other escaped inmates flee from the reef prison via the system. Ikora vehemently opposed it, even calling it an act of cowardice, but before she could continue arguing, the
Guardian spoke for the first time in four years, vowing to hunt down Uldren Sov and end him for his crimes. Although Ikora was forced to put aside her desire for Uldren's head, understanding that the vanguard must remain united, the War Lock Vanguard simply refused to simply leave the reef to Uldren and operate unhindered. Before the Guardian carried
out the hunt for contempt, Ikora gave them a tour where the contempt was to be found: the confused shore. She also led the Guardian in her missions to hear voices from the traveller. With their help, the Guardians travel to Io once again and acquire brand new abilities and powers after touching light trees. Eventually, the Guardian managed to hunt Uldren,
avenge Cayde, and dismantle the Scorn's operations inside the reef. Upon her return to the Last City, Ikora expressed gratitude in the Guardian's efforts to avenge the Hunter Vanguard. She then complains that Cayde may have been her healthiest relationship in terms of all her relationships, her ridiculous boyfriend. So she remembers that they are fighting
not only for their homes, but also for their friends. An uncertain future [edit] The Vanguard's Path[edit] Our feelings don't matter at the moment. We must be people they want to follow, not people they distrust and want to fight. — Ikora, who spoke with Zavala about the Guardians' growing distrust of the avant-garde The months after Cayde's death and
subsequent events in the reef left the vanguard uncertain about its future direction. Ikora believed that she and Zavala's grief at the loss of Cayde, combined with the additional duties that have contributed to the last city's government since the speaker's death, had compromised her ability to lead her and shaken confidence in her among the guards. She and
Zavala felt that their primary duty as warriors had not been fulfilled by their position, and both were considering possibly resigning from their respective positions in order to emerge a new leadership. or even completely dissolve the avant-garde. Ikora secretly informed them of these discussions, but noted that such drastic measures would not be taken
without consultation with them, the Consensus and the rest of the Guardians, but they also instructed them to do whatever they could. they believed that the vanguard had begun to do more harm than good. In the meantime, she and Zavala were looking for a hunter to take Cayde's place in the vanguard, as the conditions of his car, which was responsible for
who was responsible for his death, led them to ignore him so that they would not be forced to offer the position of Savathén, the Witch Queen, who was responsible for manipulating Uldren and the Scorn. Instead, they wanted to bring together the most capable hunters and find a worthy candidate among them, even though all the hunters who were qualified
had fled the tower to avoid being considered for the dreaded position. [37] Ikora learned from Master Rahool that one of his disciples, Lavinia Garcia Umr Tawil, was obsessed with the Nine. When she received a warning that Lavinia had broken into the ruins of the tower, she came to find two New Monarchy Guardians who attacked her for stealing an
Ahamkara bone from a secure vault. When he was outraged that guards would attack a mortal, Ikora drove them away and warned them never to attack a normal person again. But then she turned her anger to Lavina and demanded that she release the bone, which the young cryptarch did with considerable effort. Ikora warned her that the bone had called
her and asked if she had made a wish for knowledge of the Nine, but Lavina said she had tried to trace the bone back to its source and find out why the Nine needed Ahamkara. Curious and angry, Ikora asked what the young scholar meant, and Lavina theorized that everything the Nine got from the desires they now got through guardians who were acting
with Xér. Annoyed, Ikora Lavina warned that there would be consequences if she continued to dig, but the cryptarch asked Ikora to help her, saying she knew the consensus was covering up links between the Nine, Ahamkara, the Trials of the Nine and Ghaul's attack on the tower. Ikora offered Lavina the choice of returning to school and allowing Ikora to
forget about the incident, or reporting her for theft and being exiled. The young scholar rejected the offer and vowed to continue her research, which led Ikora to arrest her and eventually have a tribunal banished from the Last City. [38] When Aunor Mahal leaked a dozen hidden reports through the rewards Zavala gave to the guards for strike duty, Ikora
managed to edit a few before they were read. She later joined Zavala in Tower's Bazaar when a rainstorm engulfed the city and most citizens sought shelter. When they were on a And staring at the last city, Ikora informed Zavala of Aunor's actions, and he noticed that Aunor and Ikora were quite similar. Ikora agreed, and when he asked what she wanted
from him, Ikora explained that Aunor was her agent and that she would deal with it, but aunor was also quite capable and they owed her and the one of the the Guardian savory more than they had given them recently. Zavala agreed, but explained that the opposite was true, prompting Ikora to giggled and write down what was right. Ikora believed, however,
that they did not provide them with examples to follow, and that too many guards distrusted them at the moment. Her boyfriend hoped the distrust would soon pass, but decided to get better as they stared at the inert traveller. After a moment of silence, Ikora quietly declared that she wished Cayde was there with them, and Zavala put a comforting hand on
her knee as he sadly recited that feeling. [39] A few months later, the emperor's invitation[edit] informed Ikora by one of her hidden agents that the Leviathan had sent a barge to the surface of Nessus. She was soon approached by the young wolf, who revealed that they had received an invitation from the Cabal Emperor Calus about Benedict 99-40, a frame
that had been kidnapped from afar by the emperor, who said that a gift was waiting for nessus. Ikora decided that she wouldn't stop the young wolf from investigating the barge and the invitation, but she didn't let her go alone. She then informed other guards about the location of the barge and about possible manipulation of Calus. [40] Nightmares
Awaken[edit] Ikora looking at the Luna Pyramid Sometime after the Guardians had begun to connect with Emperor Calus, the Vanguard heard reports of seismic activity and renewed Hive aggression on Luna and about a strange but eerie purple fortress, the scarlet. Other strange events were reported when Scouts reported phantoms appearing near the
fortress. Nevertheless, the vanguard sent in its troops to fend off the flock. Ikora, however, had a predictable feeling that Eris Morn might be related. When the troops of the Vanguard and the Hidden Swarm reached a dead end, Commander Zavala called the Young Wolf to push back the crowd. The Guardian managed to amplify the forces of the Vanguards
and ventured close to the Scarlet Keep, disrupting the Hive rituals. However, when they travelled under the Guardian, Ikora contacted the Guardian, claiming that Eris Morn was the cause, and explained that she had recently heard from Eris that she would investigate the Keep alone. The Guardians encounter Bald Eris Morn himself and her discovery: the
pyramid, a remnant of darkness that may have caused the solar system to collapse. The Guardian now works with Eris to fight the hidden swarm and nightmares as he finds a way to enter the pyramid After the Guardians have managed to learn what they need to fight the nightmares, Ikora himself comes to the moon to look at the pyramid with her own
eyes. The Warlock Vanguard wonders how long the pyramid was hidden under Luna's surface, how long it had been watching. Regardless, Eris Eris Ikora says that she feels responsible for sending her to Luna, Eris brushes her concern, knowing full well that she did not come to apologize. Ikora says only that she was right that those who caused the
collapse would come back and that the vanguard was at her disposal. Quietly, she asks the Guardian to provide Eris with everything she needs. After entering the pyramid, defeating the nightmares of their greatest enemies, and acquiring an unknown spherical artifact, the Guardian encounters a mirror projection that may represent the darkness itself. The
projection does not present itself as its enemy or its friend, but as its redemption. Ikora tells the Vanguard about these events and expresses serious doubts and mistrust in this message and believes that darkness only distracts them with the traumas and torments of the past. Ikora realizes that her enemy has now bared herself, they must be ready to face



them. Vex Invasion[edit] The Vex have revived an old Hydra, which we call the Undying Mind. The name really says it all. — Shortly after the young wolf emerged from the pyramid, Vex began to emerge from a previously unknown gate to the Black Garden on the moon and Vex portals began to lay Vex over the lunar surface. Ikora summoned the young wolf
and asked her to see Eris on the moon about the situation to find a way to stop the tide of Vex. The young wolf returned to Ikora after destroying several Vex incursions on the moon and entering the Black Garden to disrupt the flow of Vex platforms by attacking the gate net to the moon. Between the Young Wolf attack and other reports from the moon, Ikora
had discovered that The Unpredictable Spirit had risen from the Vex and continued his instruction to regain control of the Black Garden and restore the Black Heart to its core. However, she also feared that the Undying Mind's secondary guidelines could target the traveller for destruction. Ikora noted that the spirit had learned from its earlier mistakes and
traveled between schedules to avoid vanishe scare, and vowed to make a plan to defeat him, but said she needed more time and data to do so, relying on the young wolf to provide both. [41] When he discovered that the Inaffable Spirit had scattered hundreds or thousands of copies in the current schedules, Ikora devised a plan to destroy it. It began with the
construction of a portal that could refine itself on the Imperishable Spirit whenever and wherever it may be, and would allow the Guardians to do so in any case until it existed, until there was literally no time or place to survive. Ikora acknowledged that the plan was heavily based on brute force and would take some time, but assured the young wolf that they
would eliminate the spirit and secure the moon. The portal was still Construction began a few weeks later, when the Festival of the Lost began. When the young wolf visited her during the festival, she greeted her and assessed the status of the project and noticed that many guards contributed data and materials to the project. Ikora noted that the Guards had
not worked together in this way since the Red War, and reflected that they were building on the work of all those guards who had come before them. She asked that the young wolves enjoy the festival and rest after all their hard work in the previous weeks, as the portal remained under construction. [41] Finally, the beacon for the portal was completed. Ikora
and Zavala tested it by destroying the Undying Mind in two dozen timelines before abandoning other guards to begin their attacks on the Vex as well. She met again with the young Wolf and informed them of her success and asked that they bring together their own firefighting team to fight the Imperishable Spirit. Ikora noted that there were thousands of
schedules where the Undying Mind was still living, and that it would take some time for all of them to be eliminated in the Black Garden. [41] A legend returns[edit] After the final destruction of Undying Mind, Ikora is contacted by her old mentor Osiris and tells her that time is broken by the sinking of the Undying Mind over Mercury. Worse, a gathering of Psion
Flayers of the Red Legion takes control of Osiris' solar flood device, giving them the means to traverse the corridors of time and possibly take control of time themselves. Osiris then theorized that the Flayers are trying to use the device to undo the Red Legion's defeat during the Red War or to go further back in time to achieve another goal. When she
realizes that the Psion Flayers may be irretrievably ruining the time paths, it allows the Guardians to travel to Mercury and help Osiris fight the Red Legion. Having worked for weeks with Osiris in the fight against the Red Legion and the disorganized Vex, the Guardians also complete Osiris' mission with the original intention and intention of Saving Saint-14
with the Vex from His Destiny. After a miracle, the Guardians bring the Saint back to the Last City and are understandably amazed at how much has changed, but decides to help his house, as he has always done. Although Ikora thanks the Guardians for saving Saint-14, the Warlock believes that tampering with the timeline could have unforeseen effects.
Ikora also understands that guardians who will inevitably have a life in their lives are rarely able to reverse a tragic loss. So she asks the guardians not to make it a habit to commit the time, even though she is grateful that a friend returns. In the meantime, Ikora instructs her to monitor the sundial and asks the Guardians to continue to help Osiris thwart the
Red Legion's attempts. Thwart. Arrival of the Dark [Editing] After successful missions by the Guardians, which ended the Red Legions' plans to undermine time and turn the Almighty into a Kamikaze weapon, the Vanguard will soon receive reports of pyramid-shaped ships on almost every world in the solar system. The Last City and its officials take this as
confirmation of their worst fears: darkness has returned. Worse, Rasputin himself had been hampered by darkness, depriving the city of a powerful ally. While Guardians work with Eris Morn to see what the pyramid's intentions are and those of darkness, Ikora participates in the organization of the Last City Defense with Zavala. In order to prepare their
people for the impending threat, Zavala and Ikora meet with representatives of the future war cult, the Dead Orbit and the New Monarchy. The Titan Vanguard tells them about Rasputin's defeat and her hidden asset investigating the new threat. Despite the seriousness of the situation, each group wants things to go their way and put their desire for more
influence at risk, which annoys Ikora of getting into a dispute with Arach Jalaal. Zavala is able to placate them by providing access to their Intel via the Moon Pyramid and Rasputin's damaged systems in exchange for their help in preparing the new threat. It works, and as they disperse, Ikora warns that he is making too many concessions. Zavala counters,
however, that the pyramid is more important than factional politics before he instructed her to reach Eris, as he could not predict how the groups would react when they learn that she is their agent on Io. [42] Personality and traits [edit] Ikora looks at me with one of those looks that -- you sometimes know you're talking to Ikora and you just think, wow, you
don't even use a fraction of your brain on me, right? One of those looks. — Cayde-6 Before becoming Osiris' disciple, Ikora was one of the fiercest competitors in the Crucible. Lord Shaxx believed that Ikora's true home was the Crucible, though she would never admit it. [43] As a young student of Osiris, she was very close to her teacher and is considered his
greatest student. They conducted many experiments together and Osiris taught Ikora what it meant to be a warlock. But Osiris's growing obsession with the Vex and his disillusionment with the speaker and the traveller began to divide them. While her teacher neglected his vanguard duties in favor of his research, Ikora showed initiative to lead the warlocks in
his place and did her best to defend her teacher when others began to accuse Osiris of being a heretic for his views. But in the end, when she saw his arrogance and his dangerous obsessions with the Vex, she felt that if Osiris continued to operate in the city, he would eventually tear her apart. Even after countless years apart, Ikora Osiris called the most
notorious guardian ever. Nevertheless, she was to see her mentor again and change for the better after the conflict with the Vex on Mercury. As the Warlock vanguard, Ikora serves as a balancing force between the rigid, steadfast Zavala and the ruthless, unorthodox Cayde-6, offering the most logical course of action and wisdom she has to preserve. It is
their duty to gather information about the city's enemies and defeat them before they become a threat. As such, it formed Hidden, a network of agents who spy on enemy forces. Their leadership, determination and courageous initiatives make them highly regarded in the vanguard, among their comrades-in-arms and among the city factions. The only time
she questioned herself was during the Red War after she lost the light, but thanks to the Guardian's efforts, she regained her sense of spirit. Ikora has proven that she accepts more questionable sources than she is willing to admit, but does so cautiously. She was the only member of the Vangaurd who took Eris Morn seriously, listened to her warnings and
treated her like a friend. In addition, she tended to ignore them, but she heard some of the messages of the Osiris cult when they actually led to something, but she still has a low opinion of them. In fact, the only person she is ever irritated and upset with is the Gensym Scribe, Asher Mir, but even she could not deny his expertise on the Vex. Despite her calm
and focused nature, Ikora has a sense of humour, more than Zavala, but less than Cayde. While Cayde is smart-crisp and rarely serious, Ikora tends to be witty and sarcastic when it comes to the Hunter Vanguard. Ikora has her own dark side, especially a vengeful one. When Cayde-6, her teammate and friend, was murdered by Uldren Sov, Ikora simply
refused to do anything to avenge him, calling it cowardice. While Zavala also mourned for his friend, he felt obliged to defend the last city, and therefore refused to go on a hunt for the breakaway reef prince, which angered Ikora. However, when the Guardian, who witnessed the murder, vowed to take over the head of Uldren, Ikora supported them and
authorized the mission to take the reef by storm, killing Uldren and his despised barons. Gameplay[edit] Destiny 2[edit] Ikora is the head of Vanguard Research. After completing the Red War campaign and the Curse of Osiris and War Spirit campaign in the first year, players were able to perform three meditations per week that functioned as repetitions of the
story missions (although this was withdrawn in favor of a Daily Heroic Story playlist from year 2). At the conclusion of each three Vanguard Research tokens (which could also be earned on days when she called on Guardians to complete five Challenges) were returned to earn factional equipment: specifically legendary versions of the armor worn by players
during the Homecoming Story mission. Faction Armor[edit] Quotes[edit] Quotes[edit] the feed. Mars, near Freehold. Do you hear that? The voices? Sounds like, sing. Hmm, do you feel it? Osiris knew he couldn't go back. Must have driven him mad. Tell me this: What is Oryx? [1] Come back safely. Do I scare you Guardian? For your Crusades. I assure you,
the things they say about me are not... everything is true. I can make you speak if I wanted to. If that's kind of a game, I don't have time. I have nothing to be afraid of, Guardians. I have a good feeling about you, Guardians. I have an eye on you. Hmm, it's just bent. It's still to be broken. Oh, come on! I don't turn people into frogs, or whatever you've heard.
Oh, that's tempting... that's so tempting. Something that pushes back, a consciousness. Not human. In other words, Guardians. I'm not that scary. Say, if you think you feel something. Don't be shy! The dark ones are relentless, Guardians. The Light is your greatest weapon, Guardians. We can help you, Guardians. We expect great things from you. Wield the
Light. Say Cayde, I don't fall for it again. It's like the time I had that look with Brask.... Did I say that out loud? Tired of punching everything? - to Titans Shadowkeep[edit] You have my full confidence, Guardian. You and Eris both. Even so far from the moon, I swear that I can feel it... THING from here. Can't you? The evil aura emanating from this pyramid
bites into my bones. I can only imagine what Eris felt when he woke up. The pyramid signals the rise of a terrible flood. We have to beat them back. This is just a look at a test that will come. We will be ready. I breathe lighter and know that you and Eris are out there. The darkness is back on our doorstep. Their salvation is what it means. A bold lie! The
nightmares will not give in. We cannot do that either. How can we pass on what you have learned to others? The moon beckons, Guardian. The rituals of the Moon's Hive Nightmares will continue. We cannot keep to that. So much knowledge that was lost in the war. It's a pity I was so busy. We have to get into this pyramid! No matter what danger awaits us.
The vanguard will survive this. The last city will survive! We have finally gained a foothold on the moon. Now we have to keep it. What if they...? No, Eris is strong. She will be fine. We don't quite understand what this pyramid is and what it can do. There is no longer any question of whether darkness will return. It's a question of when. Can Mercury be saved?
An alliance with the Vex? He would never allow it. These nightmares will not stop. You will be our every against us. Steady Your mind. Star down your fear, this is the fight you've won before. You can do it again. I am not afraid of the darkness. We will pay them to turn our wounds against us. Whatever this pyramid is, it knows what is haunting us. She knows
our wounds. She knows us! Gallery[edit] Conceptual art by Ikora Rey. Rey. Ikora Rey is spoken by Gina Torres, who played Zoe Washburne in the TV series Firefly. Ikora has her own collection of books and tomes of rare quality. She has such a collection that there are few books she does not own. As such, she was impressed and grateful by Eva Levante's
Dawning gift of books. Ikora was the first guard to have a 25-match winning streak in the Crucible. [44] Despite the Destiny 2 teaser trailer showing that Ikora was a stormcaller, the gameplay reveal trailer featured Ikora Ray in action as Voidwalker. However, Zavala and Cayde-6 were both known to use classes outside of those they normally use (strikers or
bladedancers); Since all Guardians are able to swap subclasses at will, it is possible that this was not a mistake. In Destiny 2, the holographer of her Warlock binding is moved from her shoulder plate to the more traditional warlock binding under her. Ikora's spirit is named after the summer star image Of Ophiuchus, which depicts a man holding a snake. If the
drifter had sided with the vanguard during the quest for loyalty, Ikora would have handed out extra sweets during the 2019 Lost Festival as a thank you for the player's loyalty. After losing the insult, Ikora began using a deadpan delivery as a weapon of her choice. List of performances[edit] References[edit] a b Bungie (2014-9-9), Destiny, PlayStation 4,
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